Semiconductors are the paradigm for scalable technologies. These grew exponentially over four decades by doubling the density of elements and processing speed roughly every two years following Moore\'s law ([@B1]). DNA microarrays, introduced in the early nineties, were also scalable and expanded from initially 256 ([@B2]) to 6.5 million probes per chip ([@B3]) in about 10 years. DNA chips were rapidly adopted and helped transform our understanding of biology of healthy organisms ([@B4]) and of disease ([@B5], [@B6]). Despite initial reliability issues ([@B7]), they were subsequently adopted for clinical use. Although multiplexing and miniaturization of protein assays as a microarray were proposed by Ekins *et al.* ([@B8]) in 1989, well before DNA microarrays, multiple challenges have delayed its scaling up and widespread adoption. As in DNA microarrays, sample labeling can be used to reveal binding of analytes to each spot. Direct labeling facilitates scaling of the number of targets on an array ([@B9]), or on beads ([@B10]), as only a single Ab is required per analyte. Sample labeling can also be avoided altogether when label-free biosensors are used ([@B11]). However, cross-reactivity and heterogeneous labeling of proteins both limit the sensitivity and robustness of direct assays comparatively to sandwich assays described below. High sensitivity is important to many applications, and, for example, the detection of cancer proteins secreted by tumors into blood is very challenging owing to their high dilution and very low concentration, ([@B12]) as well as masking by highly abundant proteins ([@B13]). Whereas direct labeling has been successfully used to identify biomarkers for cancer prognosis for example ([@B14]), the specificity and reliability of this approach has been questioned ([@B15]). Masse spectrometry (MS)[^1^](#G1){ref-type="fn"} can be used for multiplex protein analysis and although it is intrinsically biased toward high abundance proteins, significant progress has been made recently. In 2009, a large scale study showed a limit of detection (LOD) of ∼2 μg/ml ([@B16]), and since then significant progress was made and two studies have now successfully established a biomarker validation pipelines for detection of proteins in the ng/ml range in plasma ([@B17], [@B18]). These results validate MS for identifying biomarkers across the human proteome, but both pipelines required (i) using multiple MS instruments and advanced protocols, (ii) weeks and months of instrument time for data acquisition, (iii) depletion of abundant proteins in the plasma, which is labor intensive and may result in loss of biomarker proteins, and (iv) high concentrations of the candidate biomarkers in the sample for the first step of the validation pipeline, which may not be practical for some diseases.

The sandwich immunoassay ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*), which is widely used for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), is the "gold standard" for detecting proteins at low concentrations. Sandwich immunoassays, in contrast to direct labeling assays, are tolerant to cross-reactivity, which does not necessarily lead to false positive signals or noise. The dual binding of capture (cAb) and detection antibody (dAb) to two different epitopes of the same protein prevents a single cross-reaction, or the nonspecific binding of a protein to a spot, from generating a false positive signal because the dAb will not bind. Sandwich assays have been continuously improved and single molecules can now be detected ([@B19]), but in samples with complex matrices such as blood, "interference" still occurs and the LOD in clinical tests is limited to high femtomolar (\<1 pg/ml) concentrations for the best antibodies available ([@B20]).

![**Schematic process flow for three sandwich assay formats, namely the ELISA (a singleplex assay), multiplexed sandwich assays (MSA) in microarray format, and the antibody colocalization microarray (ACM).** *A*, In the ELISA, a single well is coated with a cAb, incubated with a sample, and following rinsing, a single, matched dAb incubated for detection. The dual binding of two Abs to a single analyte confers tolerance to cross-reactivity and nonspecific binding. *B*, In an MSA, cAbs are arrayed on a slide, which is incubated with a sample, and after rinsing, with a mixture of dAbs. *C*, In an ACM, the initial steps are identical to a MSA, with the difference that the first spotting is precisely registered and that a second round of spotting is used to deliver each dAb exactly on the spots with the matched cAb, physically colocalizing them. This protocol avoids mixing of reagents, and ACM may be seen as an array of singleplex nano-sandwich assays, each requiring only ∼ 1 nL of dAb solution.](zjw0021240830001){#F1}

Multiplex protein profiling can be performed using multiplexed sandwich assays (MSAs). However, in MSAs, dAbs are applied as a mixture ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*), which causes them to interact with each other, the cAbs, and any other molecule immobilized on any of the spots. Cross-reactivity among reagents, notably nonmatched pairs of Abs, will inevitably produce a false positive signal and background noise. This issue has long been recognized ([@B21]), but mixing has been considered inherent to MSAs up to now ([@B22]), and an important step in the design of microarrays and bead-based MSAs is systematic, combinatorial testing for cross-reactivity between each Ab and all other Abs and analytes, one by one. This costly and labor-intensive process has been described in detail ([@B23], [@B24]). Kingsmore and colleagues set the practical limit for multiplexing to 30--50 targets ([@B23]), and indeed, current MSAs have not been scaled beyond this limit ([@B23][@B24][@B25][@B26]--[@B27]). However, even this limit could only be reached with arrays primarily targeting cytokines, where libraries of high quality Abs are available ([@B23], [@B28]). For many proteins, notably novel candidate biomarkers, there is a lack of Abs, thus severely limiting the level of multiplexing in MSAs, and often requiring separate assays for particular analytes ([@B25], [@B29]).

Here, we introduce vulnerability to cross-reactivity as a novel metric and establish the scaling law for MSA vulnerability as a function of the number of targets. Next, we experimentally illustrate that even for a moderate number of targets, cross-reactivity is widespread. We propose a conceptually different approach to multiplexing called the antibody colocalization microarray (ACM) that eliminates mixing of reagents and vulnerability to cross-reactions by spotting each cAb and each matched dAb precisely onto the same spot ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*). We establish a multiplexed ACM with 50 proteins and compare it to conventional multiplex assays with low multiplexing. We profile proteins in the blood of 15 breast cancer patients and 11 healthy controls, and identify six candidate biomarkers. The results confirm the potential of ACM for multiplexed analysis in complex samples and demonstrate that this technology can be scaled up without compromising assay robustness and performance.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

### 

#### Customized Microarrayer

The antibodies were arrayed using a customized Nanoplotter 2.1 microarrayer (GeSiM (Gesellschaft fuer Silizium-Mikrosysteme GmbH), Grosserkmannsdorf, Germany) equipped with a silicon contact pin printing head (Parallel Synthesis, Santa Clara, CA), a precision microfabricated silicon collimator (Parallel Synthesis), and a customized slide tray with individual spring-loaded clamps for each slide (GeSIM) ([supplementary Fig. S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)).

#### Antibodies and Analytes

Both the matched antibody pairs and their protein markers were purchased from the same supplier source. All the dAbs were purchased in biotinylated form, except for CA15--3 that was biotinylated in our laboratory using the Biotin-XX Microscale Protein Labeling Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Labeled streptavidin Cy-5 was obtained from Rockland Immunochemicals (Gilbertsville, PA).Green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Rockland Immunochemicals, Gilbertsville, PA) was used as an internal calibrator. All antibodies and recombinant proteins were reconstituted and stored according to the supplier\'s instructions. The list of antibodies and recombinant proteins can be found in [supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1).

#### Buffers

Dilution Buffer (PBST): 0.1% Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS (Fisher Scientific, Nepean, ON). Blocking buffer: BSA-Free StabilGuard**®** Choice Microarray Stabilizer (SurModics, Eden Praire, MN) (used as provided by the supplier). Detection antibody spotting buffer: 30% glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich) in BSA-Free StabilGuard**®** Choice Microarray Stabilizer (SurModics). cAb spotting buffer: 30% Glycerol in PBST.

#### Microarray Fabrication

The cAbs were diluted in cAb spotting buffer ([supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) online lists the different concentrations used). Multiple spotting rounds with different Abs were carried out to form the array microscope slides with 16 nitrocellulose pads (ONCYTE Avid slides, Grace Biolabs, Bend, OR). The humidity during the printing procedures was adjusted to 50 and 75% for cAbs and dAbs, respectively, in order to minimize evaporation of solutions while printing. The silicon pins had a 75 μm × 75 μm foot print giving a spot size of ∼110 μm in diameter that were spotted with a pitch of 250 μm. Eight pins were used, each loaded with 50 nL of Ab solution. 100 spots could be printed with one loading with a contact time of 0.01 s. Sixteen identical arrays containing six replicate spots of each selected antibody were printed on each slide. Printed slides were incubated overnight at 4 °C. The layout is depicted in [supplementary Fig. S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1).

#### Washing Protocol

Slides were washed twice at room temperature with PBST for 5 min on a rotary shaker at 450 rpm followed by PBS for 5 min at 450 rpm.

#### ACM Protocol

The concentration of antigens and dAbs used are listed in [supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1). Sixteen-well gaskets (Proplate ®, Grace Bio-labs, Bend, OR) were clamped onto slides. All incubation steps were performed at room temperature in the dark on a shaker at 325 rpm. The slides with cAb microarrays were washed and subsequently blocked for 1 h with blocking buffer on a shaker (120 rpm). The wells were manually emptied by knocking the slides on absorbent paper. Dilution buffer spiked with antigens in a fourfold dilutions series, or diluted serum samples from breast cancer patients and normal controls, were prepared and wells were loaded with 75 μl and incubated for 1 h on a shaker (120 rpm) ([supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). GFP was spiked at a concentration of 5 ng/ml for use as internal calibrant for signal normalization to GFP spots. The serum samples from the breast cancer patients and healthy controls were diluted four and 16 times in dilution buffer. After the antigen incubation and a washing step, the gaskets were removed and the slides were rinsed with double distilled water, blow-dry with nitrogen, and finally returned to the slide tray for dAb spotting. dAbs were diluted ([supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)) in dAb spotting buffer and were printed on top of the corresponding cAb at 75% relative humidity (see [supplementary Fig. S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). Various concentrations of dAbs were tested, and 10 μg/ml found to be adequate for most pairs, but for example 50 μg/ml were used for CA15--3. This concentration is about 10 times higher than in a conventional MSA, but the volume is five orders of magnitude smaller so overall much less material is required for ACM. Once printed, the slides were left on the tray and incubated for 1 h at 75% humidity. After washing twice with PBST and once with PBS, the Proplate® gaskets were replaced and each well was loaded with 75 μl of 5 μg/ml Cy5-conjugated streptavidin (Rockland Immunochemicals) in dilution buffer and incubated for 20 min (120 rpm at room temperature). After washing, the slides were rinsed with double distilled water, blown dry under a stream of nitrogen, and stored in the dark prior to imaging with a microarray laser scanner (LS Reloaded, Tecan, Mannedorf, Switzerland).

#### Analysis of Cross-reactivity in 14-Plex and 8-Plex Assays

The cAbs were arrayed and the slide incubated with spiked samples as described for ACMs above, but with either a single analyte or a mixture of analytes depending on the experiment. A concentration of 32 ng/ml was used for all analytes except IL-6 and IL-8, both at 2 ng/ml reflecting the low physiological concentration of these two proteins. A single dAb or a mixture of dAbs at an individual concentration of 1 μg/ml was incubated for 1 h, followed by Cy5-conjugated streptavidin according to the ACM protocol. All washing steps were performed identically to the ACM protocol described above.

For 14-plex assays, the (cross-reactivity) signal for each cAb spot for each experiment ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) was normalized by first subtracting the signal obtained from a negative control experiment using an array incubated with Cy5-conjugated streptavidin only. For the experiments without analyte ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and a mixture of analytes and a single dAb ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*), the signal for each cAb spot was normalized by dividing it by the signal obtained for the cAb spots with the matched dAb in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*. For [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*C* the signal for each cAb spot was normalized by dividing it by the signal obtained for the cAb spots incubated with the matched analyte in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*. The normalized data are shown in [supplementary Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) (online).

#### Comparison of ACM with ELISA

The leptin (LEP) concentration in 20 samples from healthy donors was measured by ACM and ELISA. The ELISA kit was purchased from R&D systems, and experiment performed according to manufacturer\'s instructions. The samples were diluted 32 times for the ACM and 50 times for the ELISA.

#### Comparison of ACM and Conventional MSA

Binding curves were established for a 4-plex (LEP, HER2, GM-CSF, uPA) and a 5-plex assay (further including EGFR) using a classical antibody microarray in both MSA and ACM formats. Pooled serum from healthy donors (Innovative Research) was spiked with four proteins including LEP (150 ng/ml), HER2 (250 ng/ml), GM-CSF (12 ng/ml), and uPA (12 ng/ml) and diluted to 1:8 before being applied to the arrays and incubated overnight. Slides for both experiments were spotted with all five cAbs and processed according to our standard operating protocols, whereas dAbs were added as a mixture (MSA) or colocalized. For the 5-plex, EGFR dAb was added to the dAb mixture.

#### Protein Profiling in Serum of Cancer Patients and Controls

Serum samples were obtained from 15 breast cancer patients with estrogen receptor (ER+) histological staining harboring one or more lymph node metastases. Normal serum samples were obtained from 11 healthy age-matched women undergoing reduction mammoplasty ([supplementary Table S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). All sera and associated clinical data were collected at McGill University Health Center (Montreal, Canada) between 2000 and 2008 in accordance with the protocols approved by the institutional research ethics committee (MUHC SDR-99--780 and SDR-00--966-). A medical history was obtained for each patient, including medication (notably hormonal therapy), menstrual history, menopausal status, alcohol consumption. and smoking. Patient consent was obtained on an individual basis for all patients participating in this study. Blood samples (5 ml) were collected from the consenting patients in the operating room, prior to induction of anesthesia, using a venous blood collection tube BD Vacutainer™ (catalog number 369615) (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The tube was left at room temperature for 60 min to permit coagulation, and then centrifuged (1300 × *g*) at 16 °C for 10 min. The serum was transferred to centrifuge tubes and centrifuged again (13,000 × *g*) at 16 °C for 2 min. The serum was then transferred to cryovials (Fisher Scientific, Ottawa, ON, Canada) and stored at −80 °C. Serum dilutions were performed in dilution buffer except when specified otherwise in the text. The stored serum aliquots were thawed and centrifuged (13000 × *g*) for 20 min at 4 °C before dilution to remove suspended particles.

#### Imaging Conditions and Fluorescent Intensity Signal Quantification

Fluorescence emission from Cy5 was detected at 692 nm. Detection gain was set to 100 for all experiments. Intensity and standard deviations were determined using the software program Array Pro Analyzer (MediaCybernetics, Bethesda, MD). The averaged local background of each spot was subtracted from the averaged intensity of each spot and then raw data was processed using a C++, graphical-based software developed in-house used for spot grouping, outlier removal, normalization, and basic statistical analysis. For some experiments, the signals obtained from the GFP spots were used as internal calibrators in order to normalize variations because of the pin used to create the microarrays, as well as washing and incubation steps. The concentrations were calculated with a nonlinear four-parameter logistic regression fitting using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc, La Jolla, CA). The LOD for each protein was calculated by averaging the curve fit zero values plus three standard deviations for six different standard curves. The range over which the four parameters best-fit curve and the line with the highest slope connecting two experimental data points differ by less than 5% was defined as the linear range.

#### Statistical Analysis

All protein expression values were converted to a log scale. Data points for which \> 50% signal variation was observed among replicate spots were discarded. The Wilcoxon rank sum test and subsequence box-plots were produced by R/Bioconductor statistical software (<http://www.bioconductor.org>). Ward\'s clustering algorithm and the Euclidean distance metric were used for hierarchical clustering. All values below half of the calculated LOD were adjusted to ½ LOD for clustering and *t* test analysis.

RESULTS
=======

### 

#### Analysis of Vulnerability to Cross-reactivity in Multiplex Sandwich Assays

As discussed above, sandwich assays are characterized by their tolerance to some cross-reactivity among cAb and unrelated proteins because even in the event of cross-reactivity, no detectable signal is produced because the dAb does not bind to the protein. We introduce the concept of "liability pairs," which designates the combination of Ab-Ab, Ab-protein, or protein-protein in which a single cross-reactive binding or interaction among proteins will translate into a false positive signal (or background noise). Liability pairs do not exist in single-plex sandwich assays, but arise in MSAs following the application of a mixture of dAbs to the array. Each dAb will interact with all immobilized molecules on any of the spots. Thus, cross-reactive binding of any analyte to a cAb, protein-protein interactions among analytes, or direct cross-reactive binding of any dAb to any of the proteins immobilized on a spot will generate a false positive signal. The number of liability pairs for an array with *N* targets can be computed by combinatorial enumeration of each pair according to the scenarios illustrated in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}: (1) dAb-antigen, (2) dAb-cAb and (3) dAb-dAb, (4) cAb-antigen and (5) antigen-antigen. In conditions (1), (2), and (4) each of the *N* molecules can combinatorially encounter every other molecule in solution minus the target analyte or cognate Ab, corresponding to (*N* -- 1) interactions for each of the *N* spots, thus *N*(*N* -- 1) liability pairs for each of the three conditions. For conditions (3) and (5), the liability pairs are between the molecules within the same group and the number of pair-wise combinations are given by the binomial coefficient $\begin{pmatrix}
N \\
2 \\
\end{pmatrix} \equiv \frac{N!}{2!\left( {N - 2} \right)!} = \frac{N\left( {N - 1} \right)}{2}$. The number of liability pairs and the resulting vulnerability to cross-reactivity for MSAs scales as 4*N*(*N* -- 1) with N being the number of targets in a MSA ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*C*). The relationship between vulnerability as expressed by the scaling law, and the occurrence, and magnitude, of cross-reactive binding, false positive signals, and background noise in a MSA has not been established, and was therefore tested experimentally.

![**Analysis of the number of liability pairs and of the vulnerability of MSAs to cross-reactivity.** *A*, The ideal assay result (in the absence of cross-reactivity) shows protein 1 (orange) sandwiched between cAb 1 and dAb 1 on spot 1, and protein 2 (blue) sandwiched between cAb 2 and dAb 2 on spot 2; protein 1 is abundant and saturates the spots, whereas protein 2 is scarce. *B*, Five scenarios of cross-reactivity (i-v) on spot 2 occurring as a result of the cross-reaction among a pair of non-matched Abs and analytes. A false positive signal is detected when the non-matched dAb 1 cross-reacts with protein 2 (i), cAb 2 (ii), and dAb 2 (iii). Cross-reactive binding of protein 1 to respectively cAb 2 (iv) or protein 2 (v) will result in the binding of dAb1 to spot 2 and a false positive signal. The formulas in the boxes are the number of liability interactions that occur for an array with (N) targets calculated by combinatorial analysis (see SI for explanations). *C*, The total number of liability pairs increases quadratically with the number of analytes N as 4N(N-1).](zjw0021240830002){#F2}

#### Experimental Evidence of Cross-reactivity in a 14-Plex MSA

An MSA in a microarray format with 14 targets and Abs (ANG2, EGF, EGFR, ENG, GM-CSF, FGF, uPAR, LEP, OPN, uPA, CEA, HER2, IL-6, and IL-8, see [supplementary Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) for details) was established using commercial Ab pairs optimized for sandwich ELISAs. Cross-reactivity between reagents was assessed systematically in a series of experiments. First, (1) cross-reactivity between dAbs and cAbs was measured in a negative control experiment by incubating 14 replicate microarrays with buffer (without analytes) followed by the incubation of each array with a different dAb ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Analyte-dependent cross-reactivity for the 14-plex array was derived by incubating 14 replicate arrays with the antigen at a concentration of 32 ng/ml in buffer according to two protocols: (2) all 14 arrays were incubated first with a mixture of all antigens followed by a single, different dAb for each ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*) or (3) all 14 arrays were incubated first with a single, different antigen each, followed by a mixture of the 14 dAbs ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*). The maximal cross-reactivity observed for any cAb spot in each scenario ([supplementary Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) and [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*) is significant, even exceeding the signal of the analyte for CEA. Additional efforts are required to uncover the source of cross-reactivity, and were undertaken for EGFR as described in the supplemental information and [supplementary Fig. S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) to illustrate the challenges and efforts needed when attempting to pin down the source of interactions.

![**Normalized cross-reactivity maps for a MSA with 14 Ab pairs.** *A*, Fluorescence signals obtained in a negative control experiment without application of analyte followed by 14 experiments with a single dAb applied to a microarray. EGFR and uPAR dAb (rows) and CEA and LEP cAb (columns) all show significant cross-reactivity. CEA and LEP are the two Ab pairs with the weakest binding signal to their analyte at the concentration of 32 ng/ml used here making these assays vulnerable to cross-reactivity. *B*, Binding signals obtained by incubation of all arrays with a mixture of analytes followed by a single dAb each. Four columns for LEP, CEA HER2 and IL-6 are apparent, as well as rows for EGFR and to a lesser extend for uPA, suggesting that the respective cAb and the dAb are the source of cross-reactivity. For other events, it is difficult to ascribe the source. *C*, Signals observed upon incubating each array with a single antigen followed by a mixture of dAbs. Cross-reactivity signals are widespread indicating that mixing of dAbs is the primary source of cross-reactivity. *D*, Comparison of the maximal cross-reactivity signal for each cAb in (*A-C*) for the three different experiments. On aggregate, the cross-reactivity signal adds up to more than 50% of the binding signal for three analytes, \>20% for eight, \>10% for eleven, and \>5% for all fourteen. These results indicate that cross-reactivity originates from multiple sources and will affect the accuracy for each target in this 14-plex MSA.](zjw0021240830003){#F3}

#### Antibody Colocalization Microarray

In an ACM, the dAbs are not applied as a mixture, but instead are each spotted at exactly the same location as the cAb on the microarray (*i.e.* colocalized) to allow for binding while eliminating all liability pairs between nonmatched Ab pairs and unrelated targets. To achieve precise overlay, registered spotting is required, which is challenging because after cAb spotting the slides are removed from the microarrayer for sample incubation and washing, and then manually placed back for spotting of the dAb (second round). Multispotting was first proposed by Angenendt *et al.* ([@B30]), and although alignment artifacts were acknowledged, it could be used for quantitative immunoassays in various formats, however its use for sandwich immunoassays was not reported. To address the alignment issue, we designed and commissioned a custom arrayer with (1) a custom-made spotting deck, (2) spring-loaded clamps to mechanically immobilize the microscope slides ([supplementary Fig. S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)), and (3) a pin head with a, microfabricated silicon collimator for precise alignment of the pins. The high viscosity of spotting solutions prevented the use of an inkjet, but the system included user-friendly software with flexible, graphical programming common to inkjet spotters. A customized spotting protocol for the ACM was established and an overall alignment accuracy within 20 μm achieved ([supplementary Fig. S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)).

Only ∼1 nL of Ab is spotted and whereas this is common and unproblematic for cAbs, for dAbs the rapid evaporation of the solution interfered with the assay. Evaporation was therefore prevented by adjusting the local humidity to ∼75% and adding 30% glycerol to the spotting buffers. Nitrocellulose slides were used because they suppressed nonspecific binding of the dAb observed on epoxy slides following mechanical contact between the pin and the substrate and gave a higher sensitivity. Commercial antibody pairs qualified for use in ELISAs were sourced, and tested on the ACM. Around 75% of these were found to be serviceable, allowing us to establish an ACM chip against 50 analytes (see [supplementary Table S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1) online).

#### Binding Curves and Protein Profiling with an ACM

Sixteen replicate arrays were spotted on a single slide ([Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [supplementary Fig. S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). Standard curves were established for each antibody pair using seven dilutions of each analyte in PBS and a negative control that were carried out simultaneously for all targets in eight wells (see [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Binding curves were established with a starting concentration between 2 ng/ml and 100 ng/ml (2 μg/ml for CRP) depending on the affinity so as to reach the lower LOD for each target, with 11.2 pg/ml (for CCL4) being the lowest concentration used (see [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary Table S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)).

![**ACM layout and binding curves for 50 Ab pairs including all 14 proteins and Abs analyzed as part of a MSA shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.** *A*, Fluorescent micrograph of a representative slide with 16 replicate arrays incubated with two serum samples and corresponding dilutions (*left*), and buffer solution with recombinant proteins with seven dilutions and a negative control used to establish the standard curves (*right*). *B*, Detail of a single array with six replicate spots for each analyte forming a line. Standard binding curves of Ab pairs with lower (*C*) and higher (*D*) sensitivity that extend into the low pg/ml range (for CRP the concentration is in ng/ml). Lines are guide to the eye. Scale bar in (*B*): 2 mm.](zjw0021240830004){#F4}

To assess the potential of the ACM for profiling of proteins in blood, we sought the physiological concentration of proteins used on the array and compared them to the LOD of each assay (see [supplementary Table S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). Results indicate that the performance of the ACM is adequate to detect many proteins at their physiological concentration in four times diluted serum used here, with the exception of some cytokines that are found in the low pg/ml range. However, because the protein concentration may increase in diseases such as cancer, it is reasonable to include these in the array.

#### Comparison of ACM with ELISA and MSA

To verify that the results obtained with ACM are comparable to ELISA, the concentration of leptin (LEP) in 20 serum samples of healthy persons was measured using both methods ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and the results found to be highly correlated (*R*^2^ = 0.95). Next, the ACM and a conventional MSA antibody microarrays were performed side by side. Pooled serum of healthy patients was profiled with a 4-plex assay against HER2, LEP, GM-CSF, uPA (which were all spiked in as they were undetectable otherwise) and a 5-plex (including EGFR, which was not spiked in). EGFR was left-out in one experiment and added in the other experiment because it had been found that the dAb cross-reacted with GM-CSF ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*), and with other proteins ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*), and so we wanted to test whether this would be reflected in a serum sample. A statistically significant increase in the signal for GM-CSF for MSAs (20%) ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*), but not for the ACM, was observed after the addition of EGFR dAb. It is interesting to note the high signal of the EGFR spot in the absence of EGFR dAb, which reflects high cross-reactivity of other dAbs against the EGFR protein or the cAb, or both. The other cross-reactivity events between EGFR and the other targets did not meet the condition of statistical significance in this experiment. For targets found at higher concentrations, one would expect cross reactivity to be less problematic because the intrinsic high signal of the target, which applies to this experiment because the four target proteins were spiked in. Furthermore, [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} reports the cross-reactivity from 14 reagents, whereas only five were used here. Moreover, EGFR antigen was also present in the 4-plex, and thus the cross-reactivity of other four dAbs to the EGFR protein would be occurring in both MSAs and could not be detected in this experiment. In conclusion, the interaction in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A* was the only one that would occur with certainty in this experiment, and it was identified.

![**Comparison of ACM with ELISA and MSA.** *A*, Graphic showing the **c**oncentration of LEP measured in 20 serum samples from healthy donors with an ACM and a commercial ELISA kit. Error bars denote the variation of six replicate spots of the ACM. An excellent correlation (*R*^2^ = 0.95) is obtained between the two methods. *B*, Concentration of HER2, LEP, GMCSF, uPA, and EGFR measured using a 4-plex and a 5-plex (without and with EGFR dAb, respectively) antibody microarray in both MSA format and ACM format. The results obtained with ACM and MSA are similar. The addition of EGFR dAb to the assay leads to a significant increase (\* *p* \< 0.05) for the concentration of GM-CSF for the MSA assay, consistent with the cross-reactivity map reported in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*; no significant changes were measured for the ACM. Please note (\#) the high signal for EGFR in the 4-plex MSA without EGFR dAb that is indicative of cross-reaction toward the EGFR protein and/or cAb, and which presumably skews the result obtained in the 5-plex assay with EGFR dAb. *C*, The linear range of ACM (open bars) and MSA (closed bars) assays and LODs (left most point of hatched bar). Three dots indicate that the last experimental data point was within the linear range. Both assay formats are consistent and their linear range is between one to four orders of magnitude depending on the analyte.](zjw0021240830005){#F5}

Characteristics of the binding curves for the MSA and ACM for the 4- and 5-plex assays are reported in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*. The LODs and linear range of both assay formats are consistent, further validating the ACM. The linear range for EGFR is longer in the ACM format, which may be attributed to the cross-reaction in the MSA format ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The lower LODs for MSA are approximately a factor two lower than for the ACM in these experiments in this 5-plex format. The second spotting round introduces additional variability which directly affects the lower LOD, and for low multiplexing values, MSAs are thus more precise, However, these experiments show that whereas the precision---describing the reproducibility of independent measurements---may be good and the LODs low, the accuracy---describing how close the measurements are to the real value---may in fact be compromised because cross-reactivity can skew all values while remaining hidden to the experimenter, as illustrated by EGFR ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). ACM are still being optimized and the LODs will approach the one for MSAs, and exceed it for large scale multiplexing.

#### Multiplexed Protein Profiling in Complex Samples

Blood is widely recognized as one of the most challenging samples for proteomics analysis ([@B13]) and was used to validate the ACM by profiling 32 proteins in the serum of (i) 15 patients with primary breast cancer overexpressing the estrogen receptor (ER) in the primary tumor (ER+ subtype), and of (ii) 11 controls from age-matched patients undergoing reduction mammoplasties (see [supplementary Tables S3 and S6](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M111.011460/DC1)). The samples were collected prior to surgery and therapeutic intervention. Six proteins (ENG, LEP, OPN, IL-1B, TNF-α, and uPAR) were correlated with the cancer status of the patient as shown in [Figs. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*F*. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves along with the area under the curve (AUC) for the three best candidate biomarkers are shown in [Figs. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*G*--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*I*. These results illustrate the ability of the ACM to distinguish between healthy and breast disease using protein levels in patient sera. Hierarchical clustering (a simple form of multivariate analysis) of these six proteins across all patients is also able to discriminate between cancer and noncancer samples ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*J*).

![**Proteins differentially expressed in the serum of breast cancer patients and of healthy controls.** (*A--F*) Logarithmic box plots of the concentration in pg/ml of six proteins in 11 controls (*left* box plot) and 15 breast cancer patients (*right* box plot). The boxes indicate the upper and lower quartile; the line is the median value and the whiskers show the range. The *p* value according to the Wilcoxon rank sum test is shown above the plot. OPN has the strongest discriminatory power with a *p* value of 8.09 × 10^−5^. (*G--I*) ROC curves corresponding to graphs (*D--F*), yielding AUC values of 0.97 for OPN, 0.81 for ENG and. 0.75 for IL-1B. (*J*) Hierarchical cluster analysis based on the six proteins. To allow comparison between different analytes with each different average concentrations and range, the concentration was converted to a log scale and mean transformed. The resulting color coding and Z scores are shown in the *top left* corner. White squares constitute data that were variable and were not used for clustering calculation. Estrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer patients (highlighted in blue on the left) clustered at the top and healthy controls at the bottom. These results suggest that these six proteins might serve as biomarkers for diagnosis or prognosis of breast cancer.](zjw0021240830006){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

Five scenarios of pair-wise cross-reactivity ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*) can arise because of the mixture of dAbs used when probing a microarray in a sandwich assay format. The first scenario (i) is the binding of a dAb to a nontarget antigen immobilized to the surface. Because of the overall excess of dAbs relative to bound analytes, even low-affinity cross-reactivity may produce or increase the fluorescent signal detected by binding a different epitope. The second scenario (ii) is cross-reactivity between dAbs and cAbs or impurities on the spot. The third scenario (iii) is cross-reactivity among the dAbs. The fourth scenario (iv) is cross-reactivity between antigen and cAbs. This occurrence is most problematic when working with blood samples because the dynamic range of protein concentration covers at least 10 orders of magnitude. Thus, for example, a cAb with low micromolar affinity toward a non-related protein that is at μg/ml concentration in the sample will give rise to a false positive signal that may mask the target protein if it is present at pg/ml only. Finally the fifth scenario (v) arises from the cross-reactivity because of the formation of antigen complexes that leads to the overestimation of signal corresponding to the incorrect antigen. Protein interactions and complexes were widely studied using MS ([@B31][@B32][@B33][@B34]--[@B35]), yet were usually not considered in the context of protein profiling on Ab microarrays. The Haab group however recently established a microarray-based protocol to study them ([@B36]), thus proving their existence and confirming that they could skew the signal. Please note that scenario (iv) also occurs in single-step assays that rely on direct sample labeling or that use label-free biosensors, but with the difference that any protein in the sample could contribute to a false positive whereas in MSAs only proteins targeted on the array constitute a liability thanks to the discrimination afforded by the dAbs.

The sum of liability pairs in relation to the array of size N corresponding to the enumeration of all the combinations (1--5) shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*C* follows the quadratic scaling law 4*N*(*N* − 1). This number represents a quantitative measure of the vulnerability to cross-reactivity of MSAs due to liability pairs. Pair-wise interactions of cAb-cAb were not considered because they do not occur on a microarray but they may need to be considered for bead assays where they may occur (although depending on bead size it may be negligible), and the scaling law under this scenario becomes 9*N*(*N* -- 1)/2.

The multiple cross-reactivity signals observed and the impact from a single low quality reagent, such as the CEA cAb or the EGFR dAb (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) illustrate the consequences of this vulnerability. These findings were corroborated by the 4- and 5-plex assays performed with pooled serum with both ACM and MSA with and without EGFR dAbs. Whereas in our hands 5-plex MSAs had low standard deviations ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), MSAs have been found to suffer from high variability for bead-based assays with moderate multiplexing of 10--20 analytes ([@B37][@B38][@B39]--[@B40]). Vulnerability and the quadratic increase of liability pairs can help explain these results.

The quadratic scaling law and widespread cross-reactivity identified in a 14-plex assay can account for the difficulty in scaling up MSAs beyond a few tens of targets. Testing and optimization help reduce cross-reactivity by selecting suitable Abs, yet alternative Abs are difficult to find and sometimes not available, and the conditions of the test may not reflect the ones encountered in practice. Indeed, different samples and sample matrices will likely result in untested assay conditions that may give rise to cross-reactivity. In addition, for large MSAs, additional false positive signals may arise following dual cross-reaction of a sample protein with a nonmatched cAb and dAb. Finally, based on the results in [Figs. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*, an MSA may show low standard deviation and excellent LODs, but because cross-reactivity may skew the results, in practice have a poor accuracy and a reduced linear range.

In ACM, the matched cAb and dAb are the only "liability pair" for each target which explains why the ACM is not susceptible to cross-reactivity. Indeed, each assay on the array is confined to a single spot and supplied with 1 nL of dAb, constituting a nano-sandwich assay (or "nano-ELISAs", see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Only the interferences that affect sandwich assays ([@B20]) need to be considered for ACM, and for each target it is independent of the total number of targets. Whereas each Ab must pass the test of cross-reactivity to all other reagents for use in MSAs, for an ACM only affinity and LOD need to be considered, as in single-plex ELISA. The 14 Ab pairs found to broadly cross-react in a MSA ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) were all serviceable for the 50-plex ACM ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). ACMs require a more complex infrastructure for precise alignment and are more labor intensive as they necessitate a second round of spotting to be performed following sample incubation. These efforts are rewarded by minimizing liability and the risk of cross-reactivity. An MSA or a multiplicity of MSAs with limited multiplexing may be used for applications where the concentration of the analytes is high, the number of targets per MSA assay low, and the risk of cross-reactivity small. For applications where either the analytes are at low concentration, or the number of targets large, or the sample is scarce, or where skewed results and false positives can have important consequences (such as for clinical diagnosis), the use of ACM will be recommended.

Identifying and validating cancer biomarkers in blood is one of the most challenging application for proteomics owing to the low concentration of many biomarkers and the high concentration of many blood proteins. For breast cancer, only a few studies have been published, notably by the Borrebaeck group who used an antibody microarray and direct labeling in two studies. The first aimed at comparing the concentration of proteins in the blood of metastatic patients receiving therapy (with presumably a heavy tumor load) ([@B9]) compared with controls. The second study measured proteins in the serum collected before and several months after breast cancer surgery, and established a prognostic biomarker panel based on the difference in concentration ([@B14]). Another study used MSA on beads against 35 targets and found candidate biomarkers in the serum of nonmetastatic patients, however 12 assays were performed separately owing to cross-reactivity among reagents ([@B25]). In our study, the serum sample was collected shortly after the diagnosis of cancer from patients that were not metastatic and had not received adjuvant therapy. The candidate biomarkers that we identified ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) agree with the results of prior studies which reported increased concentrations of uPAR ([@B41]), TNF-RII ([@B42]), IL-1B ([@B25]), and ENG ([@B43]) and are consistent with known breast cancer biology. OPN and LEP were decreased in the ER+ patients in our study. LEP concentration in blood of cancer patients is usually increased ([@B44]), but was found to be decreased in at least one study ([@B45]). Leptin concentration is highly correlated with fat storage and body mass index ([@B46]) and, breast hypertrophy correlates with body mass index ([@B47]), hence, it is plausible that our control group (breast reduction mammoplasty patients) would have increased LEP concentrations in serum. OPN was previously found to be overexpressed in breast cancer ([@B48]), but it was shown to be negatively correlated to ER+ and luminal subtype ([@B49]) while it is also known to be expressed in healthy breast stroma ([@B6]), which is hypertrophic in our control group. The candidate biomarkers identified here may be valuable for early diagnosis or for subtype assignment, but will need to be confirmed in follow-up studies with larger number of patients and controls. These results show that ACM may be used for profiling multiple proteins in complex samples, notably for biomarker studies.

In this study, we have elucidated how mixing of reagents---which was considered inherent to MSA---creates liability pairs that scale as 4*N*(*N* -- 1) and increase vulnerability to cross-reactivity. These results, together with widespread cross-reactivity observed in a 14-plex MSA, substantiate that the high sensitivity and specificity associated with sandwich assays is compromised upon multiplexing, and that scaling of MSAs with current methods is unfeasible. Vulnerability and robustness are powerful concepts to characterize complex systems and networks ([@B50]), and our results suggest that assays, and by extension biosensors and diagnostics, may also benefit from such analysis to identify and quantify vulnerabilities, and overcome them. Based on our analysis, we introduced the ACM with nano-sandwich assays which avoids mixing of dAbs. ACMs with up to 50 Ab pairs were established while including many pairs that cross-reacted in an MSA, and compared with ELISA and MSAs. Abs were spotted with a 250 μm center-to-center spacing in each of the sixteen 6 × 6 mm^2^ wells that could readily accommodate up to 529 spots. Scaling up the array to include all ∼21,400 protein-coding genes in humans could be achieved using a 40-μm-spacing between spots, or by using a full slide for one array. The main challenge to scaling up the ACM in the short term is the availability and quality cAb-dAb pairs and antigens ([@B51]), and their cost (\$500--1500 per set). The choice of ACM for biomarker validation over MS will clearly depend on the availability of binders against larger faction of the human proteome ([@B52]). Conversely, the ACM format and the elimination of combinatorial liability pairs will help accelerate the scaling up of antibody chips for protein analysis. The throughput of ACM-chip based tests could be high, and the cost relatively low, if produced on a large scale. The sensitivity of the ACM will be improved with additional efforts, for instance by integrating nanowells ([@B53]) and microfluidics ([@B27], [@B54]), and by combining it with single molecule assays ([@B19], [@B55]) with fg/ml sensitivity. ACMs have the potential to become a powerful tool for biomarker discovery and validation.
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